
JUSTIFICATION AND APPROVAL FOR OTHER THAN FULL AND OPEN 

COMPETITION (OVERSEAS CONTRACTING ACTIVITIES) 

 

Preventative Vehicle Gate Maintenance – Gaborone G-West Office Complex 

 

1. I recommend that CDC/PEPFAR, U. S. Embassy Gaborone, Botswana, use other than full 

and open competition for the acquisition of Preventative Vehicle Gate Maintenance for the 

Gaborone G-West Office Compound.  The estimated cost for the base year is no more than 

$20,000. 

 

2. Nature and/or description of the action being approved. 

 

CDC Botswana, as the primary tenant of the G-West office complex which houses U.S. 

Government PEPFAR implementing agencies, is procuring services for routine monthly and 

annual preventative maintenance of a Delta Model TT280/TT270 Linear Crash Gate System.  

The G-West complex features a compound access control (CAC) entrance consisting of 4 

ram-proof hydraulic gates with independent mechanical operating systems (motor, hydraulic 

components) for each gate.  The gates are arranged in pairs on either side of the Gate House 

with two gates for entry and two gates for exit from the compound. 

 

3. A description of the supplies or services required to meet the agency’s needs. 

 

Monthly service on the Crash Gate System shall include: 

 

 Check and service the following at monthly service intervals: 

 Note: Block traffic during maintenance to prevent accidents. 

 Shut system off and drop system pressure to zero. 

 Replace the oil filter at first monthly maintenance. For systems that are cycled less 

than 100 cycles per day, replace every third month thereafter. If system is cycled 

above this rate, or the location is in a high dust environment, replace filter monthly. 

 Check the accumulator pressure while the system is at zero pressure using Delta 

Charging Kit 2469-31 or equal. (See Document A2025 in this section for complete 

instructions.) If tool is not available, observe the value that the pressure gage jumps 

to when power is again turned on. (See Hydraulic Section for details.) Log value and 

pressure setting on Log sheet provided. 

 Confirm that the Gate operates smoothly during the open and close cycle. Adjust 

speeds as desired. 

 Check limit switches. Clean around the cam follower arm and lightly oil cam 

follower roller with WD40 or similar lubricant. Actuate all switches and check for 

their proper function. Check the condition of the cam ramps and the alignment of the 

cam followers on the cam ramps. 

 Grease gate wheels and guide rollers with a good grade of heavy duty, multi-purpose, 

lubricating grease. 

 Check all control functions for complete operation of all features. 

 Turn off pump/motor power, bleed system pressure to zero and add clean, filtered oil 

to the top of the site glass. 

 Clean dust and debris from around HPU tank and hydraulic lines. Wipe up any 

spilled oil. 

 Turn power on and bring system back to operation. 

 



Annual service on the Crash Gate System shall include: 

 

 Check and service the following at yearly service intervals in addition to the monthly 

check: 

 Note: Block traffic during maintenance to prevent accidents. 

 Drain the oil from the reservoir and flush with mineral spirits or clean oil. After 

wiping down the tank sides and bottom to assure that no contamination remains, 

replace with clean filtered oil. 

 Check Gate axle shafts for wear, replace as necessary. 

 Check condition of the Gate paint surface. Prepare, prime and touch up areas where 

the paint has be chipped or worn away. Apply new reflective tape as necessary. 

 Check hydraulic interconnect lines for kinks, contact wear or bulging. Replace or 

protect hoses as required. 

 Thoroughly clean the HPU, removing dust and spilled oil. Remove any rust build up 

on components. Touch up paint where necessary. 

 Check the accumulator pressure while the system is at zero pressure using Delta 

Charging Kit 2469-31 or equal. If tool is not available, observe the value that the 

pressure gage jumps to when power is again turned on. (See Hydraulic  Section  for 

details.)  Log value and pressure setting on Log sheet provided. 

 Test motor starter overloads by pressing the test button. Replace if necessary or press 

reset. Auto/Manual switch should be in the Manual position. 

 Check the pressure relief valve by depressing the starter armature and allowing unit 

to run to the relief pressure value of 2200 psig [152 bar]. Adjust as necessary. 

 

4. An identification of the statutory authority permitting other than full and open competition. 

 

The statutory authority is 41 USC 253(c) (1).  The regulatory authority is FAR 6.302-1, only 

one responsible source and no other supplies or service will satisfy agency requirements. 

 

5. A demonstration that the proposed contractor’s unique qualifications or the nature of the 

acquisition requires use of the authority cited (for sole source acquisitions; also required for 

unusual and compelling urgency where more than one offer will not be solicited). 

 

This acquisition is considered an extension of existing Crash Gate maintenance services at 

the US Embassy in Gaborone, Botswana.  The US Embassy has a blanket purchase 

agreement for Power Gate to provide gate maintenance services.  Power Gate has 

demonstrated their capability to provide reliable and rapid maintenance services for crash 

gate systems over an extended period of time.  Power Gate has assessed the G-West crash 

gate system and is technically capable of performing the required maintenance service.  For 

security reasons, the US Embassy has advised that the contractor for servicing the crash 

gates at the G-West compound should be the same as the contractor servicing the vehicle 

gates at the US Embassy since crash gates are a critical security feature under the purview of 

the Regional Security Office. 

 

 

6. A description of efforts made to ensure that offers are solicited from as many potential 

sources as is practicable. The description should include whether a FedBizOpps notice was 

or will be publicized, as required by FAR 5.2, and if not, which exception under FAR 5.202 

applies (e.g., blanket waiver provided in DOSAR 605.202-70). 

 



This justification for other than full and open competition shall be published on the U.S. 

Embassy Botswana website in accordance with FAR 6.305 for 15 days to ensure full 

transparency. 

 

7. A determination by the Contracting Officer that the anticipated cost to the Government will 

be fair and reasonable. 

 

 The Contracting Officer has determined that the anticipated cost to the Government will be 

fair and reasonable.  The Embassy has negotiated a reduced price from the contractor. 

 

8. A description of the market survey conducted and the results or a statement of the reasons a 

market survey was not conducted. 

 

A market survey was not conducted because the US Embassy has recommended the use of a 

single contractor for servicing of all vehicle gates at the Embassy and G-West office 

compound. 

 

9. Any other facts supporting the use of other than full and open competition. 

 

None. 

 

10. A listing of sources, if any that expressed, in writing, an interest in the acquisition. 

 

None. 

 

11. A statement of the actions, if any, the agency may take to remove or overcome any barriers 

to competition before any subsequent acquisition for the supplies or services required. 

 

None. 



CERTIFICATIONS 

 

Requiring office 
I certify that this justification is accurate and contains complete data necessary to support the 

recommendation for other than full and open competition. 

 

 

________________     ________________________________ 

Date       Nwando Diallo   

   CDC Botswana Deputy Director 

 

 

I certify that this submission is accurate, and that it contains complete information necessary to 

enable other officials to make an informed recommendation for approval or disapproval. 

 

 

_________________    ________________________________ 

Date      Erik Liederbach 

Contracting Officer 


